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Abstract 
The rapid growth of online social media networks like Facebook and Twitter is strongly 
influencing news media to engage with such networks for generating newsworthy content, 
accessing mass audiences for news consumption and using the platforms for news 
distribution. While both media’s complement each other as sources of news and information, 
they also compete against each other as news repositories and are observed vying for the 
same audiences. We call this phenomenon the competing-complementarity (C-C) 
engagement. 

To investigate the C-C relationship we use Fidler’s “mediamorphosis” concept to explain the 
metamorphosis of news media in the online domain. We make two contributions to Fidler’s 
concept by offering an additional principle “mass user migration” to address the 
characteristics of metamorphosis and an additional driver “transcended social engagement” 
to show the force that propels it. Besides, we also propose four accelerators that influence 
metamorphosis. 

Theoretical analysis of news media’s metamorphosis indicates its affinity to online social 
media. We apply niche and gratification theories to explain complementarity, and 
displacement effects on media consumption habits to trace competition between both media’s. 

Keywords: news media, online social media, mediamorphosis, complementarity, competition.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Online social media (OSM) for networking (e.g. Facebook) and micro blogging (e.g. Twitter) 
is profoundly impacting news generation, sourcing and consumption patterns. Signs of 
audiences relying on news propagated by OSM networks where individuals create and 
disseminate newsworthy content is seen in breaking news on the uprisings in the Middle East 
and the killing of Osama Bin Laden, which first surfaced on OSM. The user engagement with 
OSM is impacting social behaviours in areas such as networking and community building and 
influencing operational capabilities of business entities and entire societies (Rosemann, 
Andersson & Lind, 2011). For example, news media is increasingly relying on news 
aggregators (e.g. Google News) and online social networks (e.g. Twitter) for a substantial 
share of audiences (Rosensteil & Mitchell, 2011). Journalists, reporters and editors closely 
monitor, follow and subscribe to tweets and Facebook comments, watch YouTube videos and 
read blogs to search and source news and newsworthy information. For news media (NM), 
this complementary engagement with OSM is beneficial as OSM offers real-time, exclusive, 
and mass generated inexpensive newsworthy content. Live traffic updates, stocks and markets 
information, personal accounts of natural disasters and tragic events, gossips and insights 
from celebrities and politicians, and live sports scores are some examples of information 
sourced from OSM, which gets repackaged as news. In our research we term this 
phenomenon as “complementarity.” 

Contrary to the complementarity of OSM for NM, we also see OSM competing with NM. 
Both media’s diffuse information and therefore compete as media choices for consumers.1 
They also compete for prime resources like audiences. During the course of both media’s 
functional engagement with each other, their forms overlap resulting in competition (Dutta-
Bergman, 2004). 

This paper investigates this novel phenomenon of competing-complementarity (C-C) 
engagement of NM with OSM in the online domain. In doing so we apply Fidler’s (1997) 
concept of mediamorphosis, which is based on the Darwinian theory of evolution of species. 
We extend the thematic adaption of mediamorphosis to explain the metamorphosis of NM 
and its strong affinity towards OSM. During this transformation we trace the emergence of a 
C-C engagement between NM and OSM. Figure 1 illustrates the media evolution framework 
and the C-C engagement of NM and OSM. 

 
Figure 1.  The concept of C-C engagement between News Media and Online Social Media 

 

Our observations seek to investigate the key research question on how OSM complements as 
well as competes with NM. The C-C concept addresses a vital outcome of perceived social 
needs of users, technological innovations and media transformation, which has wide 
insinuations for the news and media industry and related stakeholders. This study will also 
add to the wider genre of IS research. 

                                                        
1 Around 800 million people use Facebook (Facebook, 2012) and 300 million use Twitter (Twitter, 2011) 
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1.1 News and online social media 

We form a more inclusive and limiting classification structure of online media based on the 
nature of content and its dissemination dictated by their inherent technologies. 

We define NM as a collective of news mediums (e.g. print, broadcast) and focus our study on 
those that have migrated in some form from their terrestrial platforms (offline) to the Internet 
(online). The engagement of consumer with a given NM medium and vice versa is mainly 
linear (Fidler, 1997) (p.38). This implies that content is predefined and fixed and consumer 
interactive usage is limited to forums and comments. Some online NM sub-mediums are – 
newspapers (e.g. www.nytimes.com for The New York Times), broadcasters (e.g. 
www.cnn.com for CNN), and radio (e.g. www.abc.net.au/newsradio for the Australian 
Broadcasting Corporation’s news radio service). 

We define OSM as a collective of Internet-based applications and mobile technologies “that 
turn communication into an interactive dialogue” (Wikipedia) and allow the “creation and 
exchange of user generated content” (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). We limit our study to 
networks like Facebook and Twitter as vital sources of newsworthy information. 

1.2 Mediamorphosis 

Fidler (1997) makes a significant contribution towards relating the evolution, coexistence and 
survival of media forms by a process called mediamorphosis based on the Darwinian concept 
of evolution of species. His arguments framed within a techno-deterministic model (Dutta-
Bergman, 2004) are pivotal to understanding the rise of new media’s and the engagement 
with existing ones.  

New media forms (e.g. OSM) influence the development of existing forms (Singer, 1999) like 
NM, which transform and adapt to coexist rather than get replaced and obsolete. We observe 
NM relying on aggregators (e.g. Google news) and online social networks (e.g. Facebook, 
Twitter) to obtain audiences (Rosensteil & Mitchell, 2011). This reliance on new media forms 
are the first tell tale signs of NM’s metamorphosis 

Six fundamental characteristics2 of mediamorphosis guide thinking of media transformation 
(Fidler, 1997) (p. 29) viz. coevolution and coexistence, propagation, survival, opportunity and 
need, delayed adoption and metamorphosis. While these address the many phases of 
transformation of communication media over time in the offline domain, they do not explain 
the current affinity of NM towards OSM in its entirety. To accommodate this, we add an 
additional characteristic mass user migration, as it takes into consideration the human 
influences that make it possible for NM to evolve towards OSM architecture. The dynamic 
dual nature of mass communication and co-creation (e.g. building communities, creating 
information and user databases) are the dominant traits of OSM, which attract mass users 
(e.g. media practitioners, individual news consumers, content and utility producers). This 
mass user migration to OSM, in a short span of 5-6 years of their commercial releases, is 
unseen in the evolution of NM. To some degree, mass user migration contradicts Fidler’s 
“delayed adoption” principle because the present acceleration for adopting OSM outstrips the 
20-30 years time frame theorized by Fidler, for widespread application and commercial 
success of new technologies (Fidler, 1997). 

1.3 Drivers of mediamorphosis 

The conceptualization of NM’s transformation to adapt and coexist based on the Darwinian 
theory of survival and struggle for limited resources is driven by three key factors (Fidler, 
1997) (p. 23-24) –  

                                                        
2 Due to space limitations, characteristics are not fully described. Besides, they are not directly related to each 
other.  
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• Complex interplay of perceived needs: The collective requirements of companies, 
technologies, and social forces that generate and develop new media technologies. 
(e.g. the rise of FM radio in the 1960’s) 

• Competitive and political pressures: Economic activity caused by market liberalization 
and political pressures for transparency, free speech and liberalising state control of 
media’s offers more choices to consumers leading to competitive behaviours between 
media’s. (e.g. rise of broadcasters in India) 

• Social and technological innovations: Social developments leading to mediamorphosis 
are matched by technological inventions, from symbolic paintings and carvings as a 
resource for storytelling to mechanical printing and Johann Gutenberg’s innovations 
to the printing press, from analog computed devices to digital technologies and 
computing systems.  

Existing news media forms that have evolved as a result of these factors show a linear 
engagement between consumer and medium and vice versa. For example, a movie represents 
the same scene sequences and acts whenever viewed or content published in a newspaper is 
pre-defined and unalterable. Similarly, consumption patterns are time bound in the case of 
news broadcasts and radio shows that have pre-assigned times and dates. In addition, news 
content is fixed and dictated by producers and cannot be altered by consumers (Fidler, 1997). 

OSM behaves in dynamic ways where consumers are also producers and content is created 
and consumed by both, producers and consumers. The original creation is easily alterable 
(e.g. wikis, videos) and is not time-bound (e.g. is 24/7 accessible), takes place without any 
pre-set conditions and consumed instantaneously. To explain this freedom of user 
engagement that attracts NM evolution, we add a new driver transcended social engagement 
where linear patterns (one-sided creation, distribution and consumption of content) are 
“readily transcended or altered by individual members of an audience” (Fidler, 1997) (p. 38). 
This is a key driver of NM’s metamorphosis towards OSM specifically towards networking 
and micro blogging mediums. 

Transcended social engagement is impacting knowledge acquisition, as the emphasis on 
acquiring specialized knowledge by repetitive intensive reading, deliberate information 
analysis and critical thinking through newspapers, books, and radio is shifting to gaining a 
generalized worldview through superficial yet extensive reading and interaction with OSM 
(Birkerts, 1994; Fidler, 1997) (p. 116).  

1.4 Accelerators 

We identify four key accelerators of new technological innovations (Fidler, 1997) (p. 18) that 
influence NM’s metamorphosis. They explain the rapid diffusion of new technologies that aid 
media forms like OSM to attain a dominant market position. They can also act as decelerators 
and are estimators of time frames and the nature of changes, which a medium can undergo.  

Early adopters: 

They are the first to trial new innovations, devices and applications. They are also risk takers 
with a high degree of tolerance for failures provided their consumption attributes a level of 
respect, status or attention from their peers (Fidler, 1997) (p. 14). Early adopters also 
gradually influence decision makers within their organizations to adopt an innovation who in 
turn convince others in their network to do the same (Rogers, 1986). For example, in the 
United States, journalists are using new techniques for gathering information called 
computational journalism that helps them to source and find data from public electronic 
repositories through new computer aided technologies, algorithms and data extraction 
techniques. Journalists surf and sift tweets and Facebook posts for news leads, information on 
new developing stories and updates on issues and events. This newsgathering trend is 
different from the traditional way of obtaining information through sources, political, social 
and business connections and media releases. 
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Industry protocols: 

NM is a highly evolved industry that follows and defends industry principles and practises 
like regulations, copyrights, governance, ownership rights, social responsibility and 
accountability. These rules also apply to its online form. Therefore, evolving into a form 
similar to OSM means it has to either give up control or share ownership and copyrights and 
to some degree relax or deregulate industry practises.  

Technological innovations: 

Specialized databases and software tools work in tandem to achieve OSM functionality while 
the absence of either ceases it (e.g. Facebook, Twitter). For NM, any new adopted 
technologies and their functionalities have to function together to speed its metamorphosis. 

People’s perceptions: 

The rate of adoption of an innovation is determined by how people perceive it. Relative 
advantage, compatibility, complexity, reliability, and familiarity are some attributes of an 
innovation that matter most to people (Fidler, 1997; Rogers, 1986). For example, people 
micro blog (e.g. Twitter) as they feel it gives them an edge to source or convey information 
first. Usability also determines complexity where user-friendlier the innovation, higher is its 
adoption rate. Most OSM are easy to use and require little or no external guidance or 
manuals. Reliability refers to minimum interruptions or glitches within the innovation that 
ceases operational control and compromises customer data (Rogers, 1986). The ease with 
which any new communication form fits into people’s lives determines familiarity of the 
innovation. Higher the familiarity greater is the success of the innovation (Fidler, 1997).  

We structure our paper by first providing a brief overview of the theoretical foundations 
applied and then discussing the C-C engagement between NM and OSM. We end with 
implications for future research and limitations to this paper. 

Our research is significant because it shows that C-C engagement is a vital outcome of media 
evolution and functionality, which in turn can depict relationships with stakeholders. This 
study also provides a deeper theory-guided understanding of the C-C phenomena in the new 
digital paradigm as well as in the interests of a wider genre of IS academic research. 

2 THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS 

Our study binds the concept of mediamorphosis with theories on competition and 
complementarity to explain the C-C engagement between NM and OSM. We believe that NM 
is undergoing metamorphosis due to its attraction to OSM, which is creating a dual natured C-
C engagement between both media’s. 

2.1 Competition 

How NM and OSM compete is not yet well established and rather poorly understood. 
However, media scholars have investigated the competing nature of offline media’s by 
analysing displacement effects caused by each new form of technology. For example, the 
effects of radio on the print medium is richly detailed by Paul Lazarsfeld (1940) in his book 
“Radio and the printed page” (Lazarsfeld, 1940) where he points out that the social frame in 
which the two mediums enter into competition is what drives the opportunities they offer and 
not necessarily their inherent characteristics (p. 330).  

The idea that limited resources in the media landscape lead to competition when there is an 
overlap in the resources used by different media is put forth by Maxwell McCombs (1972) in 
his media constancy theory (Dutta-Bergman, 2004). Media’s also compete against each other 
if they are perceived as resources being consumed whose functional niche is comparable to 
specific types of food that serves the nutritional requirements of individuals. The niche theory 
has been applied by various other disciplines like sociology and economics for explaining 
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competing behaviours (Kayany & Yelsma, 2000). We draw on empirical studies on 
displacement effects and functional niche and extend those to trace competition between NM 
and OSM in the digital domain. 

2.2 Complementarity 

Multiple news mediums including OSM offer more media choices to consumers. Empirical 
research shows that consumers view offline and online news mediums to be complementary 
to their news consumption habits in terms of multi media usage as well as multitasking or 
simultaneously using two media for their news gratification (Ahlers, 2006). Niche theory 
supports this perspective, which states that individuals use multiple news mediums as one 
compensates the drawback of another as they offer different gratification opportunities to 
consumers (Dutta-Bergman, 2004). A recent study identifies media complementarity using a 
repertoire-oriented approach (Yuan, 2011). This theory posits that integration of multiple 
media usage by an individual news seeker forms personal news repertoires that satiate his 
news gratification. 

Our study takes into account gratification, niche and the repertoire-oriented approach to 
address complementarity between NM and OSM. We theorize it from a consumer-centric and 
media’s functional engagement perspectives. 

3 COMPETING-COMPLEMENTARITY ENGAGEMENT 

We will provide a theoretical framework that identifies a C-C engagement emerging within 
NM’s metamorphosis and affinity towards OSM. 

3.1 Identifying complementarity 

Consumer approach: 

People “consume a varied diet of media” to gather information and news (Ahlers, 2006). This 
is because media choices offer different gratification and gratification opportunities to the 
consumer. For example an individual watches a live game on a sports channel on T.V (e.g. 
Fox Sports) but reads analysis of the same game on an exclusive online sports website (e.g. 
espn.com). Niche Theory supports this diffusion of news consumption pattern whereby an 
individual chooses a particular news medium because it offers a distinct advantage over other 
mediums (e.g. Bloomberg T.V offers live news on financial issues). We extend this diffusion 
of news consumption patterns to address complementarity between NM and OSM. Some 
examples are - an individual reads news reports on online news mediums (e.g. e-newspapers) 
on the leadership challenge within Australia’s Labour Party but uses OSM (e.g. Twitter) to 
get live updates and comments from political leaders, commentators and the public.  

Consumers perceive a news medium’s offline and its reciprocal online properties as 
complementary, as they serve the same purpose (Ahlers, 2006). In the same light we theorize 
that individuals view NM and some OSM mediums like Twitter to be complementary as they 
both serve the same purpose of news dissemination. Recent studies indicate Twitter to be a 
news medium than a social network. (Kwak, Lee, Park & Moon, 2010).  

The repertoire-oriented approach applied to media complementarity extends the original 
concept of “channel repertoire” put forth by Heeter (1983) that T.V audiences use a select 
number of channels, which constitutes their routine T.V usage and that the channels in the 
users repertoire often form a small portion compared to total available channels (Heeter et al., 
1983). While the concept has been extended from a single medium (offline) to online media 
to reflect diversity of media sources (Yuan, 2011) providing news content, we extend it to 
include OSM, as it adds to an individual’s personal news gratification and consumption in 
addition to NM. 
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Media’s functional engagement: 

Innovative OSM networks like Twitter and Facebook are influencing a shift in NM’s practise 
of newsgathering and distribution. This trend of citizen journalism visible in OSM networks 
challenges NM’s contemporary newsgathering practises. We apply the user gratification 
principle discussed above to media gratification, where we posit that NM uses OSM as it 
offers functional gratification opportunities. For example, journalists and reporters 
increasingly use Twitter to source newsworthy information. Editors and media producers 
actively use blogging sites to comment and analyse news reports as well as convey their 
opinions and personal views on diverse issues. NM uses networking sites (e.g. Facebook) to 
advertise their content and encourage users to participate and share the same within their 
online communities, friends and groups. Therefore, OSM provides NM the opportunity for 
bigger exposure to audiences as well as connects more users to its content. 

OSM can also be identified as a digital public good, which is easily accessible, requires little 
or no training by users for consumption, in most cases applies no financial charge for its use 
and higher user base translates to greater benefits (Rosemann et al., 2011). This makes OSM 
highly attractive to NM as a complementary source for newsgathering and distribution. 

3.2 Competition between NM and OSM 

During the course of media’s functional engagement with each other, their forms overlap 
resulting in competition. A low level of overlap indicates complementarity (Dutta-Bergman, 
2004). NM’s current stage of metamorphosis suggests a low level of overlap with OSM 
limited to information gathering and functional engagement in content distribution. The core 
businesses of both media’s remain distinct from each other. From a consumer perspective 
while NM sells news, OSM (viewed as a digital public good) offers space for consumer 
interaction and creation of information and social communities. Therefore, our prediction of a 
competing-complementarity (C-C) engagement between ONM and OSM could be true. 

The attempt by several media forms to consume similar and limited resources in the 
environment lead to competing behaviours between media forms (Kayany & Yelsma, 2000). 
One resource (e.g. audience) fulfils the need for content consumption while the other (e.g. 
advertisers) revenue generation. Therefore, ONM and OSM compete for audiences and 
sources of income.  

Displacement effects: 

An individual’s OSM usage can displace or show a tendency to displace his existing NM 
usage. The logic behind displacement theory is that the amount of time available for media 
consumption is limited and therefore one may expect a reduction in the time spent on existing 
media over a new and emerging media. However, empirical research has not consistently 
supported the displacement theory despite its logical appeal (Kayany & Yelsma, 2000). Some 
studies have found a symmetrical relationship (increase-decrease) between a new media and 
the existing one (e.g. television versus other offline media’s) confirming the displacement 
model (Weiss, 1968) while others have supported a complementary relationship (increase-
increase) between them (e.g. Cable television versus traditional television) (Grotta & 
Newsom, 1982). 

More complex models that incorporate the functional equivalence or similarities of media’s 
have been devised to address the conflicting results of displacement theory.  The functional 
equivalence refers to a prime function that a medium offers for users to switch mediums or 
media’s. For example, studies by Schramm, Lyle, & Parker (1961) found that while television 
displaced radio and cinema, it provided a similar means of escapism like its predecessors. So, 
greater displacement of existing media means they offer functions or gratifications similar to 
new media. This also explains Lazarsfeld’s (1940) research on why radio did not decrease 
newspaper reading because the two mediums serve different functions (Kayany & Yelsma, 
2000). 
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In the case of NM and OSM, although the level of displacement of NM is not yet ascertained, 
we observe that OSM has displaced ONM based on mass user migration evident in the 
metamorphosis of NM. Therefore, that the displacement has occurred is evidence of 
competitive traits between NM and OSM. 

Functional niche: 

Like animals competing for food for survival, media’s compete for advertisers for revenue 
generation (Dimmick & Rothenbuhler, 1984). Our study will show that they also compete for 
audiences. The theory is based on the core concept of community where several forms 
attempt to consume similar but finite resources and their use by one form constrains its 
availability to other forms resulting in competition. In this scenario, mass user migration to 
OSM is potentially transforming NM to alter its niche (role or function) to counter 
competition and coexist with OSM. In the United States, the Pew Research Centre reports 
emerging trends in NM’s operability to address its changing nature (Pew Research Centre, 
2011).  

Media can also be perceived as a resource that is consumed and whose niche is similar to a 
specific food that satisfies the nutritional needs of individuals (Kayany & Yelsma, 2000). 
OSM offers new and dynamic ways for newsgathering, content dissemination and social 
interaction and therefore its functional niche competes with NM. This leads to functional 
displacement, as OSM displaces NM as the primary resource for satisfying the need for 
dynamic social interaction as well as news creation, distribution and consumption. Here we 
assume that functional similarity of OSM and NM is not homogeneous, which is easily 
identified by well-defined and universally valid functions. Rather, the functional niche of 
OSM as a news media is likely to be defined over time, based within the context of its use 
(Kayany & Yelsma, 2000).  

4 FUTURE RESEARCH AND LIMITATIONS 

Recent studies are focusing on profiling news usage on social networking sites (Glynn, Huge 
& Hoffman, 2012) while others are questioning whether Twitter is social media, as 
quantitative data analysis suggests it diverges from well-known traits of social networks 
(Kwak et al., 2010). These fluxes in media’s adaptive behaviours give media scholar’s fresh 
opportunities to study their mechanisms. 

Whether the metamorphosis of NM gives rise to a new form or relationship with OSM is 
reasonably deterministic but requires more qualitative investigations. Future research can 
improve and build the predictive conceptual framework of our study by using primary data to 
validate NM and OSM engagements. This can give media practitioner’s insights into 
strategically positioning their business models. Our study finds that OSM is not easily 
identifiable as a news provider similar to NM by well-defined and universally valid functions 
and therefore limits understanding only to the context of its behaviour. We also limit 
observations on NM’s metamorphosis towards OSM’s networking and micro blogging 
mediums. 
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